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Special offer on maths books inside ...

Steve Munby and Marie-Claire Bretherton

Imperfect

Leadership
in Action

Hero headship is out. Imperfect leadership is in.
This book is designed to help leaders develop and embrace an imperfect
leadership mindset as a foundation for growth and development.
Suitable for all those in or aspiring to leadership positions in education.
Steve Munby and Marie-Claire Bretherton

Imperfect

Leadership
in Action
A practical book for school leaders
who know they don’t know it all

Foreword by Andy Hargreaves

9781785836015
£18.99

"The next generation of leaders in education will be
so much more successful for reading this readable
book which matches theory with fascinating
personal stories and cameos."
Sir Tim Brighouse, former London Schools
Commissioner and Chief Education Officer for
Birmingham and Oxfordshire
"A practical, empowering and uplifting handbook to
rejuvenate our own leadership insights and finally
kick imposter syndrome into touch."
Geoff Barton, General Secretary,
Association of School and College Leaders

Steve Munby has spent his whole
career in education, first as a teacher
and then as an adviser and inspector
before moving into leadership. He
is now a self-employed consultant
and speaker on leadership and on
system reform.

Marie-Claire Bretherton trained as a
teacher before becoming a head teacher
in Lincolnshire, where she led three very
different schools to securing improved
outcomes for pupils. She is now Director of
School Improvement for Anthem Schools
Trust in England, as well as the Education
Director for KYRA.
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school built on love
Parklands AChris
Dyson
If anything can bind together nearly 400 pupils and 100 school staff in
challenging circumstances, it’s love.
And love is in abundant supply at Parklands.

In this inspiring book, head teacher Chris Dyson
shares the story of how he has steered the school
towards the seemingly impossible educational
dream of high achievement, personalised support
and complete inclusion. Chris delves into how this
culture and climate of love drives behaviour and
decision-making throughout the school – and, as a
result, how this creates a safe, loving environment
in which all of its learners can thrive.

Parklands
A school built on love

An uplifting read for all teachers and school leaders.
"We can’t all be Chris, but we can all learn from the way he works."

Chris Dyson

9781785836008
£14.99

Mary Myatt, education writer, speaker and curator at Myatt & Co
"This book celebrates the saving of a school. It tracks the journey of not only changing the
culture of the school but of instilling a huge love of learning and a shared pride in the amazing
standards of achievement now seen in all they do."
Ros Wilson, education consultant, public speaker, blogger, podcaster,
and creator and author of Talk:Write
"Dyson embodies in his leadership how a school can be led with rigour and love, rather than
accountability and discipline."
Ross McGill, founder of @TeacherToolkit
Chris Dyson was brought up in a single-parent household and
received free school clothes and free school meals himself as a child,
which has meant that the connection between his early life and that
of Parklands’ pupils is rooted in common experience. Chris believes
that education is the key to making the future brighter, and he is
fuelled by a desire to provide his pupils with the best education and
opportunities possible.
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BWRT

®

Reboot your life with BrainWorking
Recursive Therapy
Terence Watts

BWRT

®

Reboot your life with
BrainWorking Recursive Therapy

An engaging self-help guide to using BWRT:
a psychological approach designed to tackle
stress, anxiety, phobias and many other of
life’s challenges.
9781785835988 • £12.99

Terence Watts

"The book truly contains the possibility to change your life in deep and
profound ways with a simplicity and depth never before possible."
– Dr Tony Fitzgerald, PhD, founder of Predicting Better

Just arrived ...

Bringing Forth the Bard
A Guide to Teaching Shakespeare in the
English Classroom

Zoe Enser

Bard
Bringing Forth

Links together the golden threads which run
through Shakespeare’s work and highlights how
teachers can best explore these with students and
include them in the wider English curriculum.
"Whether you are teaching Shakespeare for the
first time or searching for renewed inspiration,
Bringing Forth the Bard will prove to be an
insightful and invigorating read."
– Christopher Such, author of The Art and Science
of Teaching Primary Reading

the

A Guide to Teaching Shakespeare
in the English Classroom
Zoe Enser
Foreword by Professor Emma Smith

9781785836299 • £16.99
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Free resources to help close the ever
widening advantage gap ...

INDEPENDENT
THINKING
ON ...

Emotional
Emotional Literacy
Richard Evans
Literacy
INDEPENDENT
THINKING
ON ...

Emotional Literacy
Richard Evans

In Independent Thinking on Emotional
Literacy Richard Evans reminds every school
educator that behind every child is a set of
circumstances so entwined – and within
them a set of emotions so involved – that
to ignore them is to be complicit in any
educational failings experienced by
that child.

on

Do teachers truly understand their pupils?
And do the pupils themselves really
understand their own needs?

Suitable for all educators in both primary
and secondary settings.

Emotional
Literacy
Richard Evans

A passport to increased confidence,
engagement and learning

9781781353738 • £6.99

"Highly engaging. An invaluable resource for any teacher or mentor working in a wide
variety of educational settings."

Steve Russell, behaviour, leadership and well-being consultant

"Exactly what we have been waiting for in schools. Essential reading for anyone
passionate about helping children become more emotionally literate."

Paula Reeves, Emotional Literacy Lead, Brooke Hill Academy

"The passport is a potential game changer for pupils and teachers alike."

Lynette Harte, School Liaison, Resilient Rutland

What is my need in literacy skills?

What is my need in confidence and resilience?

...................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................
What I can do to meet this need:

What I can do to meet this need:

................................................................................................................................................
REVIEW DATES

................................................................................................................................................

PUPIL

TEACHER

Date:...................................................

Signed:..............................................

My feelings about my efforts to meet my needs:

Date:...................................................

Signed:..............................................

Week 1: ............................................................................................................................

Date:...................................................

Signed:..............................................

Week 1: ...........................................................................................................................

Week 2: ...........................................................................................................................

Date:...................................................

Signed:..............................................

Week 2: ..........................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................

My feelings about my efforts to meet my needs:

Week 3: ...........................................................................................................................

Week 3: ..........................................................................................................................

Week 4: ..........................................................................................................................

Needs not met l

Needs partly met l

Week 4: .........................................................................................................................
Name:
.....................................................................................................................................
Needs not met l

Needs met l

Do I talk to teachers about my
work if I don’t understand it?

Do I contribute to
small group work?

................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................

MY NEXT NEEDS

Week 2: ...........................................................................................................................

What I can do to meet this need:
CONFIDENCE
Do I work through
problems independently?
AND RESILIENCE
...............................................................................................................................................
1 2 3

1 2 3

Do I start tasks

2. ......................................................................................................................................
1 2 3
promptly?

Needs met l

1 2 3

Do I use exclamation marks
and question marks correctly?

1 2 3

1 2 3

Am I on time for
lessons?

Needs
met l
1 2 not
3

1 2 3

Needs partly met l

Do I help others
with their learning?

ORGANISATION
AND
PRESENTATION

1 2 3

Do I ask for help
when I’m stuck?
Do I check my work
thoroughly when I
finish tasks?

1 2 3

1 2 3

Literacy Passport

1 2 3

for FREE here:
https://bit.ly/3wDvfb3

How well do I reflect on
my teachers’ comments?
1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
Do I get enough
sleep at night?

How well do I look
after my planner?

Do I pay attention
in class?

1 2 3

1 2 3
Am I comfortable
making mistakes?

Do I switch off my
electronic devices an hour
before going to sleep?

Do I follow the school’s
presentation guidelines?

1 2 3

1 2 3

Am I polite to all
staff at school?

1 2 3

Do I take time
to eat a good
breakfast?

Can I explain
the common
parts of speech?

1 2 3

Needs met l

Do I revise for
tests at school?

1 2 3
Do I dress neatly
and appropriately
for school?

Do I use basic
tenses correctly?

KEY TO MARKING
Leave blank if your answer is: never/not at all/badly
Highlight 1: sometimes/a little/not very well
Highlight 1 and 2: most of the time/quite a lot/quite well
Highlight 1, 2 and 3: always/very much/very well

LITERACY
PASSPORT

Do I look after
worksheets
for school?

1 2 3

1 2 3

Do I use commas
correctly?

Do I use paragraphs
correctly?
1 2 3

Week 2: ..........................................................................................................................

Am I prepared for each
lesson with the right
equipment and books?

How often do I
attend school?

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

Week 4: .........................................................................................................................

LITERACY PASSPORT – REVERSE SIDE

Do I use full
stops correctly?

1 2 3

Do I use capital
letters correctly?

Week 3: ..........................................................................................................................

Do I complete
homework on
time?
From Independent Thinking on Emotional Literacy © Richard Evans, 2020

1 2 3

Can I spell most
basic words?

1 2 3

Week 4: ..........................................................................................................................

Needs partly met l

Can I explain a statement, command,
question and exclamation?

presented to me at school?
...............................................................................................................................................
Do I find it easy to

Do I understand
how to use a
thesaurus?

1 2 3

LITERACY
SKILLS

1 2 3

Week 1: ...........................................................................................................................

Week 3: ...........................................................................................................................

Needs not met l

Can I read and
understand a basic text?

make friends?
My
feelings about my efforts to meet my needs:

1 2 3
3. ......................................................................................................................................

4. ......................................................................................................................................

Can I use a
dictionary with ease?

1 2 3

1 2 3

...............................................................................................................................................
Do I take opportunities

Do I put my
1. .......................................................................................................................................
hand up in class?

Week 1: ............................................................................................................................

Do I reread my
sentences to ensure
they make sense?

1 2 3

Do I share my
successes with
my form tutor?

Do I use ambitious
vocabulary?
1 2 3

with other pupils?

...................................................................................................................................................

1 2 3

What I can do to meet this need:

Form:
.....................................................................................................................................

Do I know the
alphabet off by heart?

What is my need
in attitude to learning?
Do I work well

Am I involved in any
clubs at school?

................................................................................................................................................

Date:
..........................................................................................................................................
Needs partly met l
Needs met l

1 2 3

1 2 3

What is my need in organisation and presentation?
...................................................................................................................................................

My feelings about my efforts to meet my needs:

Download the

...............................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

ATTITUDE TO
LEARNING

1 2 3

How well do I act on
those reflections to
improve my work?
1 2 3
How well do I act on
instructions in class?

1 2 3

1 2 3

Do I put my best effort
into my homework?

1 2 3

1 2 3

LITERACY PASSPORT – FRONT SIDE
From Independent Thinking on Emotional Literacy © Richard Evans, 2020

Do I put my best effort
into my schoolwork?

Do I avoid calling
out in class?

How well do I
behave in class?

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
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Peter Mattock

Conceptual Maths

Teaching ‘about’ (rather than
just ‘how to do’) mathematics
in schools
Empowers teachers to support students
on a coherent journey through school
mathematics, showcasing the best models,
metaphors and representations along with
excellent examples, explanations and tasks
that can be used across the curriculum.
Suitable for teachers of maths in primary,
secondary and post-16 settings.

9781785835995 • £29.99

Arriving this term ...

Chess for Schools
From simple strategy games to clubs
and competitions

Chess

Richard James

Schools
for

From simple strategy games
to clubs and competitions

Richard James

9781785835971 • £16.99

Presents a new approach to promoting chess
in primary schools which, by introducing the
concepts through a series of mini games,
will enable all children to better understand
and enjoy chess.
An ideal resource for primary and secondary
school teachers wanting to introduce
their pupils to chess.
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How to
Move

How to

Mov

Learn

An Evidence-Based Guide to Embedding
Physically Active Learning in Your School

L arn

Bryn Llewellyn, Ian Holmes and Richard Allman

An Evidence-Based Guide to Embedding
Physically Active Learning in Your School

Bryn Llewellyn, Ian Holmes and Richard Allman

9781785836312 • £16.99

A practical guidebook that provides
primary school teachers and leaders with
the know-how and confidence to embed
more movement-based approaches in their
teaching and learning.
Suitable for all primary school
teachers and leaders.

WAYS
A practical, wide-ranging compendium
of enquiries and case studies that helps
history teachers diversify, reimagine and
decolonise the history curriculum.

9781785836305 • £16.99

Suitable for teachers of secondary school
and Key Stage 2 history.
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The Birmingham Book

Lessons in urban education leadership and policy from the Trojan Horse affair

Edited by Colin Diamond
Foreword by Mick Waters
The Birmingham Book

Lessons in urban education
leadership and policy from the
Trojan Horse affair

Edited by
Colin Diamond

Foreword by Mick Waters

9781785835926
£18.99

Shines a spotlight on what really happened during
the Trojan Horse affair, and shares informed insights
into how its exposure made Birmingham’s schools
(and the nation’s) better and safer.
The Trojan Horse affair sent shock waves across
England’s education system in 2014. The affair
centred around an anonymous letter that contained
instructions on how to take over schools with a
majority Muslim population by influencing their
governing bodies and undermining head teachers.
The authenticity of the letter remains hotly disputed,
yet its publication generated huge turbulence –
both in Birmingham’s schools and communities,
and in Parliament and the national news.
Edited by Colin Diamond, The Birmingham Book
offers fresh perspectives based on unique access
to information from within the city, written by
respected educationalists who have worked
successfully in Birmingham for many years during
the Trojan Horse era and since.

"This is a book about rights and wrongs that avoids recrimination and blame,
and instead relates stories of hope, ambition and collaborative partnership."
– quote from the foreword by Professor Mick Waters

Colin Diamond, CBE has worked in education leadership roles
for over 40 years, including two director of education posts,
and as a senior civil servant in Whitehall. Colin took up post
as Professor of Educational Leadership at the University of
Birmingham in 2018 and is passionate about inclusion and
social justice, always mindful of his childhood in Liverpool. He
also plays in bands and supports Liverpool FC.
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Arriving July 2022
Outside Chance (Don’t Doubt the Rainbow 2)
By Anthony Kessel

9781785835889 • £6.99
Don’t Doubt the Rainbow is a new contemporary
detective series with a difference – to solve each
mystery, 13-year-old Edie Marble must harness the
Three Principles, a new approach to understanding
how the mind works that is currently proving
invaluable in improving mental health and well-being
in children internationally.

Book 2: Outside Chance
Outside Chance is a fast-paced YA thriller in which
teen detective Edie Marble is tasked with solving two
very different but equally puzzling mysteries.
Reading age 11+.

Download a FREE sample of this book here: https://bit.ly/36rDWuk
Professor Anthony Kessel is a public health physician,
academic and author who works at NHS England HQ as Clinical
Director (National Clinical Policy). Anthony is an international
authority on public health and a Trustee Director of BookTrust,
and also advises other charities on global health and mental
health. Anthony has trained as an executive coach and writes a
personal column – ‘Global Health Experience’ (https://medium.
com/@AKessel) – exploring his leadership work through a lens
of psychological well-being.

Book 1: The Five Clues (Don’t Doubt the Rainbow 1)
ISBN 9781785835551 • £6.99

A real-time murder-mystery thriller and family drama, combining an
exciting race against time with a heart-rending story about a teenager
learning to live with the loss of a beloved parent.
The Five Clues has been shortlisted for the CrimeFest Best Crime Fiction
Novel for Children Award 2022.
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Focus on maths...
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30%
off!

Supports teachers in their use of concrete
and pictorial representations to illustrate
key mathematical ideas and operations.

9781785833502 • RRP £19.99

Empowers teachers to support students on a
coherent journey through school mathematics,
showcasing the best models, metaphors and
representations along with excellent examples,
explanations and tasks that can be used across
the curriculum.

9781785835995 • RRP £29.99
Suitable for teachers of maths in primary,
secondary and post-16 settings.

Meet the author of these two titles:

1

10

100

1000

Peter Mattock has been teaching maths for over
15 years. He is a specialist leader of education (SLE)
and an accredited secondary maths professional
development lead, who regularly presents at
conferences across the country.

Also available with 30% off ...
Making every

MESSY
MATHS

maths

lesson count

A Playful, Outdoor
Approach for Early Years
Six principles to support
great maths teaching

JULIET ROBERTSON
Emma McCrea
Edited by Shaun Allison and Andy Tharby

A rich resource of ideas that will
inspire you to tap into the
endless supply of patterns,
textures, colours and
quantities of the outdoors.
9781781352663 - RRP £18.99

Emma McCrea takes away the
guesswork as she sums up the key
components of effective
maths teaching.
9781785833328 - RRP £12.99

HOW TO TEACH
Anyone can feed sweets to sharks …

Primary

Maths
Nick Tiley-Nunn
EDITED BY PHIL BEADLE

Tried and tested strategies to
maximise learning and to make
maths enjoyable, engaging
and comprehendible.
9781781351376 - RRP £10.99

Presents ideas for primary maths
teaching so wildly creative and so full
of the joy of life that any
classroom of kids will be
grateful you read it.
9781781351352 - RRP £12.99

For 30% off these six books, use code MATHS30
at the checkout: https://bit.ly/37H3tzY
Offer expires at midnight on 31st August 2022.
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LEADERSHIP
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“A resource that is not only
illuminating and helpful,
it’s also important.”
Hywel Roberts, teacher,
imagineer, author
and trainer

Caroline Bentley-Davies

• SECURING EQUITY AND ENGAGEMENT • CLARIFYING THE PURPOSE
OF EDUCATION • MIDDLE LEADERSHIP – THE ENGINE ROOM OF THE SCHOOL
• MANAGING RESOURCES • LEARNING AND TECHNOLOGY • EDUCATION BEYOND
THE SCHOOL • ALTERNATIVE STAFFING MODELS • DEVELOPING EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE

DIALOGUES II

LEADERSHIP IN
TIMES OF CHANGE

DAVE HARRIS AND
JOHN WEST-BURNHAM

INC

JOHN WEST-BURNHAM
HARRIS

JOHN WEST-BURNHAM
HARRIS

AND DAVE

AND DAVE

CONVERSATIONS
AND ACTIVITIES FOR
LEADERSHIP TEAMS

ES RCES
LUD OU
INC LE RES
TAB

DIALOGUES

FURTHER ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES TO HELP
LEADERSHIP TEAMS DEVELOP THE WORK OF THEIR SCHOOL

PRIN

LEADERSHIP
g
â
g Ú

LEADERSHIP DIALOGUES

ALL THE RESOURCES YOU NEED FOR A WHOLE SCHOOL YEAR

• TEACHING AND LEARNING • EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP • INNOVATION AND
CHANGE • ACCOUNTABILITY • THINKING STRATEGICALLY • MANAGING RESOURCES
• COLLABORATION • LEADING PEOPLE • ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE AND PERSONAL
CHANGE • ENGAGING WITH STUDENTS, PARENTS AND COMMUNITY

“Relevant, practical
and packed full of great
resources – is essential
reading for leaders at all
levels in schools.”

9781845909062

Stephen Logan, Deputy
Head Teacher, Malet
Lambert School

£24.99

9781785832567

How to be an

Amazing
Middle
Leader

“A very inspiring read, with
relevant anecdotes and
useful tips.”
Reahgan Quartermaine,
PE advanced skills teacher,
GCSE co-ordinator

9781845907983
£18.99

£24.99

Leadership
“A very useful handbook full
of practical tips that any
new head teacher would be
wise to adopt.”
Mike Butler, chief executive,
Djanogly Learning Trust,
Director, Independent
Academies Association

9781781350485
£18.99

“Full of common sense,
wisdom and healthy
suggestions, and with
young people and their
futures at its heart.”
Mick Waters, Professor of
Education, University of
Wolverhampton

9781785835872
£18.99

dave Harris

edited By ian gilBert

Brave Heads
How to lead a scHool witHout selling your soul

Head
Ethos

“An honest, touching and
inspirational tale with
pearls of wisdom and useful
practical ideas.”
Katharine Birbalsingh,
Head Teacher, Michaela
Community School

9781785835339
£14.99

A

Full of

A holistic guide to developing and
sustaining a positive school culture

A School
Built on Ethos
Ideas, assemblies and hard-won wisdom

Armando Di-Finizio

James Handscombe

Guy Claxton, Jann Robinson, Rachel Macfarlane,
Graham Powell, Gemma Goldenberg, and Robert Cleary
Foreword by Michael Fullan

POWERING UP

Leader

YOUR SCHOOL
The Learning Power Approach
to School Leadership

CATALYST
An evidence-informed, collaborative
professional learning resource for
teacher leaders and other leaders
working within and across schools

Know, love and inspire your people
Katy Granville-Chapman
and Emmie Bidston

Louise Stoll, Carol Taylor,
Karen Spence-Thomas
and Chris Brown

Foreword by
Sir Anthony Seldon

“Seamlessly combines
fantastic stories with
laser-sharp questions to
prompt you to think, learn
and, ultimately, grow your
leadership capabilities.”

“A must-read for anyone
who believes our role as
educators is to enable
each and every pupil to
achieve more than just a
great set of exam results.”

Will Greenwood, former
England rugby international
and 2003 World Cup winner

Andy Buck, founder,
Leadership Matters, UK

9781785834868

£18.00

9781785834561

“Supports and enables
leaders to engage school
leaders with evidenceinformed practice.”
Professor Dame Alison
Peacock, Chief Executive,
Chartered College of Teaching

9781785835544
£29.99

Leadership
£18.99

“Heart-warming,
inspiring and insightful in
equal measure.”

“Robinson engages his
reader from first to last.
A terrific feat.”

Mary Myatt, writer and school
improvement adviser

Melissa Benn, writer and
author of School Wars: The
Battle for Britain’s Education

9781781352991

9781781350546

£18.99

£18.99

THE

UNEXPECTED
LEADER

21c

preparing

young

people

for the

future
with
lessons

past
from the

Exploring the real nature
of values, authenticity and
moral purpose in education

Martin Robinson
foreword by Ian Gilbert

Sir John Dunford, Chair,
Whole Education

9781785832376
£25.00

TRIVIUM

Iesha Small

“Sets out a wealth of
thoughtful propositions
to help school leaders
feel their way towards
the future.”

Malcolm Groves, Andrew Hobbs
and John West-Burnham

Leadership
Tomorrow

for

Beyond the School
Improvement Horizon

Look out for ...

Kamalagita Hughes

The Mindful Teacher's Handbook

How to step out of busyness and find peace
Kamalagita Hughes
A practical guide to mindfulness that will
empower teachers and school staff to take
better care of their well-being and find calm in
the day-to-day hustle and bustle of the
school setting.

Mindful

The

Teacher’s Handbook

How to step out of busyness and find peace

9781785836428 • £16.99
INDEPENDENT
THINKING
ON ...

on

Independent Thinking on Nature-Based
Learning

Nature-Based
Learning

Improving learning and well-being by teaching
with nature in mind
Alexia Barrable

Alexia Barrable

Alexia Barrable

An engaging and insightful take on how
educators can deliver more outdoor- and natureoriented learning opportunities for the benefit of
their pupils’ mental and physical well-being.

Improving learning and well-being
by teaching with nature in mind

9781781354087 • £9.99
A Curious Curriculum
Teaching foundation subjects well

A Curious Curriculum

Teaching foundation subjects well
Claire Banks and Mick Waters

A practical
for
resource ools
primary sch
and trusts

Shares insightful and practical details of the
transformational steps that a school can
take towards designing and delivering a rich,
rigorous and wide-ranging curriculum.

Claire Banks and Mick Waters
Foreword by Mary Myatt

9781785836435 • £18.99
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Square Pegs

Inclusivity, compassion and fitting in –
a guide for schools
Fran Morgan with Ellie Costello

SQUARE
PEGS
Inclusivity, compassion and fitting in
A guide for schools

A book for school leaders who find
themselves torn between a government/
Ofsted narrative around behaviour,
attendance and attainment, and their own
passion to do the right thing for their pupils
and school community.

Fran Morgan with Ellie Costello
Edited by Ian Gilbert

9781781354100 • £24.99

Tiny Voice
TalksVOICE
TINY

TALKS

Education, engagement, empowerment
Toria Bono

TINY VOICE TALKS
EDUCATION, ENGAGEMENT, EMPOWERMENT

A book full of tips, insights and practical
approaches pooled from little-known
educators with big ideas and all geared
towards making a difference for your pupils
in your setting.

TORIA BONO

9781781354117 • £16.99
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10

Top

WHEN THE ADULTS CHANGE, EVERYTHING CHANGES
9781781352731 • £16.99

AFTER THE

ADULTS
EGNAHC

AFTER THE ADULTS CHANGE
9781781353776 • £16.99

PAUL DIX

INDEPENDENT THINKING ON RESTORATIVE PRACTICE
9781781353387 • £9.99

‘A superb and impressively comprehensive guide’ Tom Sherrington

INDEPENDENT
THINKING
ON ...

on

Restorative Practice Mark Finnis

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bestsellers

MIDDLE LEADERSHIP MASTERY
9781785835346 • £16.99

Adam Robbins

Middle
Leadership

Restorative
Practice

Mastery

Mark Finnis

A toolkit for subject and pastoral leaders

Building Relationships, Improving Behaviour
and Creating Stronger Communities

ABOUT OUR SCHOOLS
9781785835865 • £24.99

THE KINDNESS PRINCIPLE
9781781353851 • £16.99

Andrew Adonis • Mel Ainscow • Robin Alexander • Janice Allen • Gwyn ap Harri
Vincent Ashworth • Jill Attenborough • Dave Baker • Kenneth Baker • Ed Balls
Claire Banks • Michael Barber • Geoff Barton • David Bell • Nikkie Beniams
Tom Bennett • Katharine Birbalsingh • Louise Blackburn • Simon Blackburn
Julie Bloor • David Blunkett • Mary Bousted • Nick Brook • Gilroy Brown
Kate Brunt • Kevin Butlin • Rob Carpenter • David Carter • Dave Claricoates

About Our

Schools
Charles Clarke • Kenneth Clarke • Julia Cleverdon • Jon Coles • Kevan Collins
Andy Couldrick • Stephen Cox • Lucy Crehan • Claire Delaney • Susan Douglas

Improving on Previous Best

The

Kindness
Principle

Making relational behaviour
management work in schools

John Dunford • Ben Erskine • Sarah Finch • Clare Flintoff • Sam Freedman
Christine Gilbert • Narinder Gill • Richard Gill • Michael Gove • Justine Greening
Mark Grundy • David Gumbrell • Lucy Heller • Robert Hill • Damian Hinds
Alex Hope • Peter Housden • Peter Hyman • Alan Johnson • Jonathan Johnson
Christine Keates • Ruth Kelly • Javed Khan • Debra Kidd • Richard Kieran
Jim Knight • Emma Knights • David Laws • Andrea Leadsom • Anne Longfield
Alasdair Macdonald • Rebecca Maiden • Nicky Morgan • Estelle Morris
Dan Moynihan • Steve Munby • James Noble-Rogers • Georgina Nutton
Helen O’Donnell • Tim Oates • Alan Parker • Pank Patel • Alison Peacock
Robert Peston • Colin Pettigrew • Jemima Reilly • Nigel Richardson • Hywel Roberts
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